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Lecture 5 
“Catastrophism and Uniformitarianism” 

“Bursting the limits of time” 
 

Georges Cuvier 

Image courtesy of karindalziel on Flickr. CC-BY.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/nirak/644335254/


 

Yesterday’s Puzzle
 

What’s this, and 
what does it have 

to do with 
Massachusetts? 

Photo courtesy of aaron.knox on Flickr.  
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/aaronknox/3449493610/


 

 

 

 

 

 

Edward Hitchcock, 1793-1864 
�	 Congregationalist 

Pastor and geologist 
�	 3rd President of 

Amherst College 
�	 Studied fossil 

footprints of 
Connecticut River 
Valley 
�	 Author, The Religion 

of Geology and its 
Connected Sciences,
1851 
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This image is in the public domain. 
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“Awful Changes” 
“You will at once perceive," continued Professor Ichthyosaurus, "that the skull before 
CA�03:=<532�B=�A=;3�=4�B63�:=E3@�=@23@�=4�/<7;/:A��B63�B33B6�/@3�D3@G�7<A75<7J1/<B�
B63�>=E3@�=4�B63�8/EA�B@7K7<5��/<2�/:B=53B63@�7B�A33;A�E=<23@4C:�6=E�B63�1@3/BC@3�

could have procured food." 
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The challenge of the new geology
 

�	 The prevailing view of the living world in 
the 18th century was “atemporal” 

�	 In the early-19th century, new geological 
knowledge obliged naturalists to think 
seriously about time 

A key question was:
 

How to do that? 
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William Smith (1769-1839)
 
�	 Pioneer of stratigraphy, 

the study of 
sedimentary strata 

�	 Recognized presence of 
distinctive & diagnostic 
fossils in individual 
strata 
� Proposed principle of 

“faunal succession”
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William Smith (1769-1839) 
�	 Pioneer of stratigraphy, 

the study of 
sedimentary strata 

�	 Recognized presence of 
distinctive & diagnostic 
fossils in individual 
strata 
� Proposed principle of 

“faunal succession”
 

Key	  concept:	  
Specific	  types	  of
fossils are uniquely	  
associated	  with
specific	  strata
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Smith’’s principle of faunal 

succession
 

�	 Smith asserted that 
sedimentary rocks contain 
fossils that succeed each 
other vertically in a 
A>317J1��@3:7/0:3�=@23@�
B6/B�1/<�03�723<B7J32�=D3@�
wide horizontal distances.
 

�	 Acceptance of this 
principle allowed strata to 
03�723<B7J32��/<2�57D3<�

relative dates) by the
fossils found within them.
 

Engraving from Smith’s 1815 monograph 

on using fossils to identify strata
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Georges Cuvier, 1769-1832
 
�	 Pre-eminent French 

naturalist and paleontologist 
�	 Key works: 

–	 �7A1=C@A�%@3:7;7</7@3��
�
 ��
 
–	 !3�&35<3��<7;/:��
�
�� 
–	 Discours sur les revolutions de 
:/�AC@4/13�23�:/�5:=03��
���� 

� Studied rocks of Paris 

Basin in the 1800s
 

�	 Developed a theory of 
earth history generally 
known as “catastrophism” 
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Question

Why is Cuvier regarded as such an 

(,/.13 -3� -#�(-?4$-3( +�!(.+.&(23�
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Some of Cuvier’’s key contributions
 

�	 The idea that different anatomical structures are so 
mutually interdependent that knowledge of some can 
allow inferences about the nature of others 

�	 The idea that animals are built on a few fundamentally
different body plans 

�	 (63�723/�B6/B�;/<G��;=AB��/::���4=AA7:A�/@3�B63�@3;/7<A�

of animals that have become extinct 

�	 The idea that there have been a succession of 
different eras of earth history, each of which was 
dominated by a characteristically different group of 
animals 
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Cuvier’’s principle of
 
the ““correlation of parts””
 

“Today comparative anatomy has reached such a 

point of perfection that, after inspecting a single 

!.-$��.-$�" -�.%3$-�#$3$1,(-$�3'$�"+ 22�� -#�
sometimes even the genus of the animal to which it

!$+.-&$#�� !.5$� ++�(%�3' 3�!.-$�!$+.-&$#�3.�3'$�

'$ #�.1�3'$�+(,!2�������'(2�(2�!$" 42$�3'$�-4,!$1��

#(1$"3(.-�� -#�2' /$�.%�3'$�!.-$2�3' 3�".,/.2$�

$ "'�/ 13�.%� -� -(, +�2�!.#8� 1$� +6 82�(-� �

necessary relation to all the other parts, in such a 

way that - up to a point - one can infer the whole 

%1.,� -8�.-$�.%�3'$,� -#�5("$�5$12 �” 

Georges Cuvier, 1798 
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Cuvier’’s principle of
 
““the conditions of existence””
 

“�%� -� -(, +�2�3$$3'� 1$�24"'� 2�3'$8�,423�!$��(-�
.1#$1�%.1�(3�3.�-.41(2'�(32$+%�6(3'�?$2'��6$�" -�!$�241$�
without further examination that the whole system of 
its digestive organs is appropriate for that kind of 
food, and that its whole skeleton and locomotive 
organs, and even its sense organs, are arranged in such
a way as to make it skillful at pursuing and catching
(32�/1$8���.1�3'$2$�1$+ 3(.-2� 1$�3'$�-$"$22 18�
conditions of existence of the animal; if things were 
-.3�2.��(3�6.4+#�-.3�!$� !+$�3.�24!2(23�” 

�3=@53A��CD73@��
���� 
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Cuvier’’s work in taxonomy
 
The ““Great Chain of 


Being””
 
A linear scale of 
beings of increasing 
complexity, from the
lowliest of mundane 
to the highest of 
celestial beings, and 
embracing the entire
world of life 

Cuvier’’s ““Embranchments””
 
A fundamental 
division of animal life 
into four distinct 
types: 
– Radiata 
– Mollusca 
– Articulata
 
– �$13$!1 3
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God 

Angels 
Demons 

Humans 
Animals 

Plants 
Mineral s 

BEINGThe Great Chain of Being 

Biology 

BECOMING
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ANIMALIA
 

RADIATA MOLLUSCA ARTICULATA VERTEBRATA
 

Cuvier’’s Four 

““Embranchments””
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Cuvier’s work on extinction
 

“All of these facts, 
consistent among 
themselves, and not 
.//.2$#�!8� -8�1$/.13��

seem to me to prove the 
existence of a world 
previous to ours, 
#$231.8$#�!8�2.,$�*(-#�
.%�" 3 231./'$�” 

Georges Cuvier, Mémoires 
sur les espèces 
d'éléphants vivants et 
fossiles, 1800 
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Cuvier’s “fossil elephant”
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Fossil Megatherium
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Jefferson’s Megatherium
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Ground sloth
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Cuvier collaborated 
with Alexandre 
�@=<5<7/@B��%/@7A�
Mining School) in
studying the geology 
of the Paris basin 
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Cuvier’’s verdict on the Paris Basin
 

�	 The successive strata of the Paris basin 
contained characteristically different kinds of 
4=AA7:A��;=::CA1A��/A�E3::�/A�D3@B30@/B3A� 
�	 Comparison with living animals made it clear 

that some of these fossils were the remains 
marine, while others were the remains of fresh
water animals 
�	 Conclusion: in the geological past, the Paris 

basin had been by turns sea, fresh water lake 
and dry land 
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Cuvier’’s ‘‘Catastrophism’’ 
�	 There has been a succession of sharply

distinct eras in the history of life 

�	 Each era is characterized by its own 
27AB7<1B7D3�4=AA7:�4/C</�/<2�K=@/ 

�	 Eras are separated by sudden, catastrophic 
events in which one set of plants and 
animals is swept away and replaced by 
another 
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Cuvier’A�7<KC3<13
 

He transformed the study of both comparative 
anatomy and paleontology 

He provided a theoretical system – 
‘catastrophism’ – that became the principal 
organizational framework for historical geology
for more than a generation 

He provided multiple grounds for rejecting the 
speculative evolutionary ideas of the late 
Enlightenment 
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The new geology and natural 

theology
 

� In Britain, Cuvier’s catastrophism was seized upon by 
53=:=57ABA�/<2�</BC@/:�B63=:=57/<A�3/53@�B=�J<2�/�<3E�
accommodation between science and religion 

� (6@33�B6/B�E3�A6/::�1=<A723@�0@73KG�E3@3� 
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1. William Buckland, 1784-1856 
�	 Geologist & Anglican 

clergyman, Fellow of Corpus 
Christi, Oxford & Dean of 
Westminster 

� First Reader in Geology, 

University of Oxford
 

�	 Key works include: 
–	 Vindiciae Geologicae, 1820 
–	 Reliquiæ Diluvianæ, ��� 

�	 Early advocate of 
‘catastrophist’ geology 
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Buckland, Vindiciae Geologicae, 1820
 

�  Buckland was a natural theologian as well as a

6756:G�@3A>31B32�53=:=57AB���7A�J@AB�7;>=@B/<B�

pronoucements on geology at Oxford University

were an attempt to show how the new geology

1=<J@;32�B63��70:71/:�@31=@2�
““[A] universal deluge at no very remote period is proved on
grounds so decisive and incontrovertible, that, had we 
never heard of such as event from Scripture . . . Geology
itself must have called in the assistance of some such 
catastrophe, to explain the phenomena of diluvian action 
which are universally presented to us, and which are 
unintelligible without recourse to a deluge exerting it 
ravages at a period not more ancient than that announced 
in the Book of Genesis.”” 
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Kirkdale Cave, Yorkshire
 

,PDJH�UHPRYHG�GXH�WR�FRS\ULJKW�UHVWULFWLRQV��)RU�D�YLGHR 
WRXU RI�.LUNGDOH�&DYH��VHH�KWWS���ZZZ�\RXWXEH�FRP�ZDW 
FK"Y K�Z'0].06=J.

As portrayed by Buckland As it appears today
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6wDMzKMSZg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6wDMzKMSZg


 

 
 

 

�	 Buckland found 
evidence of life 
prior “to the last 
great convulsion 
that has affected 
[the planet’s]
surface.” 

�	 �3�723<B7J32�B63�
 
fossilized bones of 
hyena, tiger, 
elephant 
�;/;;=B6���67>>=��
& rhino 
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“�3�,423� +1$ #8� //$ 1�/1.! !+$��%1.,�3'$�% "32�
!.5$�#$2"1(!$#��/ 13("4+ 1+8�%1.,�3'$�".,,(-43$#�


23 3$� -#� // 1$-3+8�&- 6$#�".-#(3(.-�.%�3'$�!.-$2��

that the cave in Kirkdale was, during a long succession 

.%�8$ 12��(-' !(3$#� 2� �#$-�.%�'8 $- 2�� -#�3' 3�3'$8�
#1 &&$#�(-3.�(32�1$"$22$2�3'$�.3'$1� -(, +�!.#($2�
whose remains are found mixed indiscriminately with 

their own: this conjecture is rendered almost certain 

!8�3'$�#(2".5$18���, #$��.%�, -8�2, ++�! ++2�.%�3'$�
solid calcareous excrement of an animal that had fed 

.-�!.-$2�����3�6 2� 3�>123�2(&'3�1$".&-(9$#�!8�3'$�
keeper of the Menagerie at Exeter Change, as 
1$2$,!+(-&��(-�!.3'�%.1,� -#� //$ 1 -"$��3'$�% $"$2�.%�
3'$�2/.33$#�.1�" /$�'8 $- ��6'("'�'$�23 3$#�3.�!$�
&1$$#8�.%�!.-$2�!$8.-#� ++�.3'$1�!$ 232�(-�'(2�" 1$�” 
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One of 
Buckland’’s 

many
discoveries: 

Coprolites –

fossilized feces
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Buckland’’s Catastrophism
 

�	 Accepts Cuvier’s idea of a long series of sharply 
separate ages in the history of life 

�	 Pioneers techniques for reconstructing prehistoric life 
� 7@92/:3�1/D3� 

�	 �B�J@AB��7<B3@>@3BA�@313<B�“diluvial” deposits as 
evidence that the most recent catastrophe to overcome
the world was Noah’s Flood; but later, accepts that
the data are better explained by the action of ice 

�	 Integrates developing understanding of earth history 
with Genesis through “Gap” theory 
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““Gap”” Theory 
Key Idea: 

�'$�6.1#��!$&(--(-&��(-��$-$2(2�,$ -2�

 -�4-#$>-$#�/$1(.#�!$36$$-�3'$�.1(&(-�


of the earth and the creation of its 

"411$-3�(-' !(3 -32��#41(-&�6'("'�&$.+.&8�


reveals that a series of successive 

extinctions and creations of new kinds of
 

/+ -32� -#� -(, +2�3..*�/+ "$�
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Buckland’’s Reputation 

“Where shall we our great Professor inter
 

That in peace may rest his bones?


 If we hew him a rocky sepulchre


 He’ll rise and break the stones
 

And examine each stratum that lies around


 For he’s quite in his element 

underground.” 
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